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Abstract
An active thermo-acoustic network model of regenerator which is a key component to accomplish the conversion between thermal-and acoustic power in thermo-acoustic system has been established in this paper.
The experiment was carried out to quantify the network. A method called least square is employed in order to
identify the H matrix describing the system. The results obtained here show that the active thermo-acoustic
network can reliably depict the characteristics of a thermo-acoustic system.
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1. Introduction
The regenerator, which produces thermo-acoustic effects,
is a key component for thermo-acoustic engines (refrigerators), and its performance has a significant impact on
engine system. In recent years research on regenerators
has received significant attention due to the complexity
of oscillating flow. Gary et al. developed a computational model for a regenerator based upon the bounded
derivative method by Kreiss [1]. Y. Matsubara studied
the effect of void volume in regenerator [2]. Kwanwoo et
al. made use of a novel flow analysis method for regenerator under oscillating flow [3] and Chen et al. studied
the heat transfer characteristics of oscillating flow regenerator [4]. While their method produces accurate results, the implementation is difficult. Swift [5] showed
that regenerators can convert heat into acoustic work,
and a regenerator with longitude temperature gradient is
an active network. The regenerator network model [6],
which is based on linear thermo-acoustic theory, was
adopted for theoretical analysis and engineering calculation.
The system identification is a powerful tool for
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investigation of practical engineering devices. By means
of fitting experimental data, model parameters can be
found and applied to the model for use in engineering.
The objective of this paper is to identify these parameters
of the thermo-acoustic network describing the regenerator in a thermo-acoustic engine. An active network
model of regenerator has been established by solving
transport equations describing the regenerator used in
this paper. By adopting capillary numbers as identification parameter, the transport matrix of the network is
identified systematically, this includes effects of the resistance and compliance to avoid linear error of the
model. The results obtained herein will be useful for
quantifying the network describing the regenerators and
for the optimal design of real regenerators, although the
model relies on linearity of the phenomenon, and ignore
some complexity.

2. The Acoustic Properties of a Regenerator
The gas flow in the regenerator is considered as periodic
one-dimensional unsteady flow. The interaction between
porous material and working medium leads to the following equations that describe the propagation of the
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sound waves in a “porous medium”:
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the thermo-acoustic engine. The loss of the regenerator is
a very difficult term because the heat transfer process has
some complexity such as the presence of heat exchangers, minor losses associated with an abrupt change in the
cross section of the flow passage. Its viscous distribution
function hv and heat distribution function hk , mainly
dependent on the geometry of regenerator channels, their
expression for cylinders only as follows:

hv 

2

rial coupling factor.  is angular frequency. While the
porosity and the density of the porous material can be
measured easily, the definition of sound velocity c p
needs a hypothesis about the thermodynamic process that
the fluid undergoes inside the porous material.
Generally porous materials have a complex propagation constant  0 and acoustic impedance Z 0 . The real
part of the propagation constant is directly related to
sound wave attenuation inside the porous material; the
acoustic impedance is high at low frequency and asymptotically tends to that of the medium at higher frequencies.
A volumetric porosity  is defined simply as the ratio of connected void volume Vvoid to the total volume
of the sample regenerator Vtotal , and hydraulic diameter
are defined as follows:

V
  void
Vtotal
rh  d


4(1   )
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These quantities are easy to measure accurately for
stacked screens. As the frequency increases, the viscous
penetration depth decreases, so the mesh of stacked
screens need be chosen with the resonance frequency of
Nomenclature: P-sound pressure,  -frequency, c-sound velocity,
s-air/porous material coupling factor,  0 -complex propagation constant,  -volumetric porosity, rh -hydraulic diameter, hv -viscous
distribution function, hk -heat distribution function, f v -viscous distribution function, f k -heat distribution function,  k thermal penetration depth,  v -viscous penetration depth, J-volumetric flow rate,
Z-impedance, Y-admittance, Pr -Prandtl number,  0 - mean density,
A-channel area,  -ratio of specific heats, Tm -average temperature,
A' -transport matrix, Re-real of complex number,  -phase shift,
T -temperature difference.
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f v and f k denotes spatial-mean values of viscous
distribution function and heat distribution function,
where J is Bessel function.  k  2k /  is the fluid’s
thermal penetration depth, and k 
diffusivity.  v 
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is its thermal
0 c p

is the viscous penetration depth.

3. Active Network for No Isothermal
Regenerators
An actual regenerator possesses longitude temperature
oscillation and longitude pressure oscillation, and there
is transverse temperature oscillation in fluid about a
thermal penetration depth near the surface of solid
boundary. The major difference between regenerators
and stacks is that regenerators tend to be more like a porous medium, consisting of extremely narrow, smaller
than the viscous penetration depth, tortuous paths. The
characteristics could not be described by passive network.
According to linear thermo-acoustic theory [5], regenerators can convert energy between thermal and acoustic
work by coupling longitude sound wave (pressure wave)
and transverse thermal wave (temperature wave), and
this can be described by two subsystems , in which subsystem 1 links with acoustic field in regenerator channels
and subsystem 2 links with the thermal penetration depth.
The performance of regenerator depends on the optimization of the coupling between the two subsystems.
For an actual regenerator with temperature gradient, a
capillary model is adopted in regenerator channels. By
solving basic control equations (mass conversation equation, momentum equation, energy equation and state
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equation) under the condition of known boundary, the
transport equations for no isoentropy oscillation can be
obtained as follows [6-8]:
 P
 z   ZJ

 J  YP   J
 z

(6)

where P is the ordinary pressure wave and J is volumeti0
ric flow rate, Z 
, Y  i A [1  (  1) f ] ,
A(1  f v )
 p0
f k  fv
1 dTm
.

(1  Pr )(1  f v ) Tm dz
Z is the impedance and Y is admittance per unit length
of channel , Pr ,  0 , A,  ,  , Tm are the fluid’s
Prandtl number, mean density, channel area of regenerator , ratio of specific heats, average temperature and angular frequency respectively.
The second term of Equation (6) in the right is a
source, it denotes a flow source, where  is the
thermo-acoustic source parameter of the regenerator. On
one hand, it is confirmed by mathematically configuration of Equation (6). On the other hand, position oscillation of medium results in pressure oscillation of medium
in control volume physically, temperature variation and
density variation. The density oscillations in the thermal
boundary layer act as a volume flow source and result in
the change of velocity oscillation. The temperature
variation produces a source in the flow field, and these
characteristics can be called flow source [6,8]. The input
power deposited in acoustic field prompts pressure oscillation interfering with impedance. So there are a flow
source in no isothermal capillary network, this is J .
The thermo-acoustic source parameter  is also called
as flow amplification factor. The flow gain J produced by flow source will increase the acoustic field in
regenerator medium (acoustic work  J ), and in the
end of the regenerator stable acoustic work output can be
obtained.
According to network theory [5,8], flow process of
no isothermal tubes of ideal small length in terms of
Equation (6) can be expressed for an active network as
Figure 1 shown.
The transport equations responding to Figure 1 are
expressed as:
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where A is a transport matrix. For the tube whose
length is l, its network is made up of many such networks shown as Figure 1, so we can obtain:
 Pi 
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where i and o denote input and output.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of

 type network model.

4. H Matrix Model and Identification
4.1. H Matrix Model
Obviously, it is not convenient to use Equation (8) to
calculate the network. For quantifying the network,
Equation (6) can be modified as:
2P
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z
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 2
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z
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where  , Y, Z are spacial mean value of responding
parameter, approximately substitute for middle value in
the regenerator. Solving Equation (9) with boundary P(0)
and J0 and from Equation (6), we can obtain:
P ( z )  H11 P (0)  H12 J (0)
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According to above equations, the output of acoustic
work in the regenerators depends on flow source parameters  . As  =0, above equations are transport
equations for isothermal regenerator, they are ideal
transport equations; As   0 , the network is equivalent with self-actuated oscillation shown as Figure 2,
where direct power supply corresponds to input heat, and
sound oscillation induced by solid medium cooperating
with gas micro mass in regenerator channels corresponds
to self-actuated oscillation.
Suppose z=l in Equations (10) and (11), transport
equations for channel length l are obtained:

 P(l ) 
 P(0) 
 J (l )   H  J (0) 




H 
where H   11

 H 21
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Figure 2. Self-actuated oscillation.

experiment number. System identification adopts extreme theory, by solving function W ( x ) , the minimum
of target functional analysis can be obtained. When
theoretical W ( x ) shows an optimal agreement with
measured Wi  , x is an optimal evaluation. Error law
function can be expressed as [11]:
B
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Regenerators can be regarded as capillary bundles
made up of N capillary. According to network characteristics:
(17)
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The acoustic work of regenerators can be obtained as:
(20)

*
where Ai  P02i Re[ H11 H 2*1 ]i , Bi  J 02i Re[ H12 H 22
]i
*
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Re denotes the real of complex number. i stands for
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There should be 4 solutions. The right one can be
chosen by mesh numbers and hydraulic diameter.

5.1. Experimental Apparatus

Capillary number N are regarded as identification parameter x, Equation (18) becomes
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5. Experimental Identification

4.2. Identification of H Matrix
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In order to get the minimum of error law function, let
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In order to identify the H matrix, a regenerator test apparatus with external actuator has been established, and
its configuration is shown as Figure 3 and Figure 4. Input
work is given by linear compressor, amplified output
work is measured at the work receiver of an orifice valve
and a buffer. In experiments, the helium gas as working
medium is charged at 1.0MPa, while four kinds of dense
meshes (#120, #150, #200, #250) were tested. Their
geometric properties are shown as table 1. The pressures
at two end of regenerator are measured by two piezoelectricity sensors of type CY-Yd-203, their signals are
amplified by electric charge amplifier of type YE5853,
and their phase shift is measured by SR830 DSP lock-in
amplifier. The working frequency of linear compressor
can be regulated by signal source. The hot heat ex-
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changer consists of 15mm chinaware with an electrical
heater. The length of regenerator is 50mm, the cold heat
exchanger consists of 30mm copper shell tube exchanger.
The corresponding working frequency is 282Hz.
In order to measure the output acoustic work, a small
orifice valve and compliance are needed. Then
iV
U1  iCp1,c 
p
(23)
 pm 1,c
1
V
V
W2  Re[ p1,inU1 ] 
Im[ p1,in p1,c ] 
p1,in p1,c sin 
2
2 pm
2 pm
(24)
Work out put

where p1,in is oscillating pressure behind the valve, p1,c
is the entrance pressure in the network, and their phase
shift is  .
This is a lumped parameter RLC model for measurement of acoustic work, its calculation is independent of
temperature of network components.
The pressure and volumetric flow rate measurement of
regenerator inlet and outlet adopt two sensors method.
The pressures between two ends of regenerator are
measured by two pressure sensors. The acoustic power
flow entering the regenerator is determined by reference
[9] and [10].

Cold HEX Work Transfer tube

Regenerator Cold HEX

Work input

Hot HEX

Measurement System

Computer

Figure 3. Schematic diagram of the experimental system.

Figure 4. Experimental apparatus for system identification of regenerator.
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Table 1. Geometric properties of regenerator Specimens
(regenerator length=50mm,inner diameter=22mm).
Type of wire
screen

Mesh number/cm

Hole diameter(mm)

Wire diameter(mm)

Hydraulic diameter(um)

80

31.5

0.198

0.12

70.3

71.1

120

47.2

0.132

0.08

70.3

47.4

150

59.1

0.104

0.065

69.8

37.7

200

78.7

0.074

0.053

67.2

27.2

The stacked screen is made up of #200 wire meshes
(Table 1), its porosity is 0.672, and the temperature difference between the two ends of regenerator is 226K（the
whole experimental range is 220K~400K ） , and the
oscillating frequency dependence can be found in Reference [9].

5.2. Experimental Results
Based on the experiment, the relation between the capillary number and wire meshes is shown as Figure 5 according to Equation (22). The calculated data and measured data of output acoustic work in regenerator after
0

2

4

6

8

identification are shown as Figure 6 (for meshes #200).
The error in the dimension measurements is less than
1.0%. The thermocouples with an accuracy of  0.75%
are utilized to measure both fluid and wall temperature.
The error between measured and calculated acoustic
work is less than 3% according to Figure 6.
The output acoustic work and COPR of regenerators
for different wire meshes are shown as follows:
From Figure 7, the length of regenerators need be
chosen accurately. The meshes of regenerators must
match with the working frequency of thermo-acoustic
engines.
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Figure 5. The relation of the identified capillary number
and wire meshes.

Figure 6. The relation of the output work and temperature
difference of regenerator.
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Figure 7. The output acoustic work and COPR of regenerators.
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6. Conclusions
The lumped parameter H matrix of regenerator network
is derived by establishing an active thermo-acoustic
network model of regenerator, and identification parameters using capillary number N of system network
are identified. The calculated results and measured data
of output acoustic work in regenerators show a well
agreement by identifying H matrix. The identified H
matrix provides convenience for engineering calculation
of regenerator, and provided a basis for whole network
of thermo-acoustic engines.
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